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Assetto Corsa Multiplayer Cruising Session: Modern Day Compact.n The theme of our 2/20 meeting is modern compact sedans.n The
number of servers and users willing to easily join pickup servers took us by surprise. Therefore, especially for those who want to

spend time with pleasure, the Need for Speed: Rivals.n VIP package was developed. As a Need for Speed â€‹â€‹player, I know what
people love about driving cars: excitement. They have challenging and exciting rides around the city and highway, where they must

make the right decision quickly in an extremely tense situation. I want to offer you a small topic for discussion related to cars: this is a
differential lock. Most drivers aren't capable of much when it comes to locking a differential in a car and making sharp turns at

relatively high speeds, but locking allows for smooth braking when you have to. On our cars in the game (mainly the BMW M3 - GTS
and M5 - CLK), you will be able to lock the diff when you need to downshift or move from second to third without losing the ability

to maintain the set speed. You can only lock the differential in a car equipped with an all-wheel drive system (automatic or rear-wheel
drive), and then the car automatically shifts to a lower gear. If it seems to you that this is not for you, then in this chapter we will talk

about the features of blocking in different cars. - Part 1 Let's start with the fact that the lock in the car First, let's look at the definition
of blocking, which is given on the site gameclub.net. LOCK - the process of unlocking a certain gear when the car moves along a

curve of turns of a given value at different speeds (Fig. 1). Rice. 2. The movement of the car along an inclined path. The steepness
factor of the slope of the trajectory determines the degree of blocking and the amplitude of the car's movement relative to the axis of
rotation. There are two blocking parameters: the reset moment, or slip, and the blocking factor. What is important for us is that the

block has three states: a load that can be dropped, the start of movement, and blocking. Therefore, if we talk about differential lock,
then it can only be on a quadruple and in several other cars. Household blockages are common
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